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In 1978, Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center (PNRC) welcomed its first patient
and began a tradition of providing excellence in rehabilitation care. That tradition
continues today, as evidenced by the many accreditations, accomplishments, and
awards received by PNRC and its dedicated staff, and in the transformation of the
lives in the thousands of patients served over the years.
PNRC remains dedicated to providing comprehensive and individualized rehabilitation services to children, adolescents, and adults. These individuals have often
experienced a life-altering illness or trauma. We continue to offer a full range of
inpatient and outpatient therapy services. Along with its host hospital, Fort Sanders
Regional Medical Center, PNRC is accredited by The Joint Commission (TJC). PNRC
holds additional accreditations in multiple areas of inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation by the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).
In 2015, PNRC’s dedication to excellence in patient care was recognized at the national, state, and local level. PNRC became a 5-time recipient of the Crystal Award
for patient satisfaction. This is the highest award offered by Professional Research
Consultants for customer satisfaction. PNRC was chosen to present a poster at the
Tennessee Hospital Association conference. We were also awarded the President’s
Award, the highest honor in Covenant Health, for our dedication to quality and outcomes. These prestigious awards are in addition to the many accolades bestowed
upon us by our patients and families throughout the year.
We are so proud of the accomplishments of our staff and patients, and with a
passion for providing excellent care, we look forward to 2016.

Leslie M. Irwin

Mary E. Dillon, M.D.

REBUILDING LIVES
Arise and Walk
Standing straight and tall, Rachel
Ruppe, 25, places her hand on her hip
and smiles for the camera. Silver hoop
earrings complement her leggings and
pink knit top. A casual observer probably wouldn’t see anything special
about this moment because young
women dress up and pose for pictures
all the time. But for Rachel, it might as
well be a picture taken at the peak of
Mt. Everest. Simple things like getting
dressed, wearing earrings, and even
standing are tremendous accomplishments for a person who was expected
to spend the rest of her life in bed.
Rachel says, “I had to learn how to
talk, eat, shower, use the bathroom…I
had to learn all that over again.”
On Nov. 5, 2011, Rachel was in a car
wreck that resulted in a diffuse axonal
injury, a traumatic brain injury that left
her bedridden and barely able to communicate. Rachel was hospitalized for
109 days with 30 days in a coma.
Rachel remembers doctors and therapists in the hospital instructing her to
try things like raising her eyebrows or
sticking out her tongue. Her mind understood the commands, but her body
couldn’t carry them out. To make matters worse, hardly anyone could understand the things she was trying to say.
Rachel was trapped inside her own
body. The brain injury was so severe
that her parents were encouraged to
permanently place her in a nursing
home.
After two hospital stays, Rachel was
transferred to Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center, barely able to move, hands
still drawn up to her chest, and with
speech still difficult to understand.
A physical therapist, occupational
therapist, and speech therapist worked
intensively with Rachel until she was
able to sit in a wheelchair and ride
home in a specially equipped van. It
was a victory for the family, and Rachel’s parents and sister set about the
task of meeting her needs, day-to-day
and moment-to-moment.
But Rachel wasn’t finished, yet. The
Ruppes chose to take Rachel back to

Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center
for outpatient therapy three times a
week. “We wanted her to come here
because they’re so good,” Jennifer
Ruppe states very simply. She had also
seen firsthand the way PNRC staff had
treated her daughter with care and
respect.
“It’s not just a job to them,” Jennifer
says. “They really care about Rachel
and her progress, and they have compassion.”
“We’ve worked on everything from
rolling, to sitting, to getting in and out
of the chair, to walking on stairs,” says
physical therapist Patsy Cannon. “We
started out with a platform walker,
then a cane, a rollator, and now she can
stand without anything.”
A critical part of Rachel’s rehabilitation has involved home exercises,
some of which are on a Wii game system. “The games work on her ability to
use her hands, her hand-eye coordination, her ability to focus, her balance,
and movement strategies” Cannon
says.
PNRC therapists continue to work
with Rachel, helping her become
stronger and more self-sufficient. Her
next goal is to live independently, and
she believes it’s a goal within reach.

“I’ve
improved
tremendously,”
Rachel says. “Everyone here has
treated me wonderfully.”
Today Rachel can walk with some
assistance and has gone from being
nearly unable to communicate to being a keynote speaker for churches,
schools, and community groups. Her
speech isn’t perfect, but she has no
trouble communicating what’s on her
mind.
“You’re not going to get anywhere
if you just sit there and feel sorry for
yourself,” Rachel says adamantly. “Bad
things happen to people, but you have
to keep going and have faith.”
Rachel knows what it means to keep
going. Instead of giving up on her goal
of graduating from college, she completed 10 online courses in four years
to graduate from MTSU. She walked
across the stage to personally accept
her diploma and now holds a Bachelor’s degree in English, with a minor
in Writing.
Rachel counts her blessings these
days, instead of her limitations. That
includes the tremendous outpouring
of support from her community, the
love of family and friends, the grace of
God, and the highly skilled therapists
at PNRC.

2015 FACTS & FIGURES
713

Inpatient Admissions

• 388 CVA/Stroke
• 109 Brain Injury
• 86 Spinal Cord Injury
•	15 Lower Extremity Amputation
• 25 Neurological Disorders
• 26 Debility
• 64 Other

5

number of Professional Research
Consultants Crystal Awards PNRC
has received for scoring at or above
the 100th percentile for the Overall
Quality of Care “excellent” award.

10

number of Commission on
Accreditation for Rehabilitation
Facilities (CARF) accreditations
PNRC has earned for rehab
services.

96%

98%

of outpatients surveyed
were pleased with the
overall therapy program

of inpatients rated their
satisfaction as excellent

Age Breakdown for Inpatient Stays
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11,912
Inpatient Days

14,038
Total Outpatient Visits

78.5%

of patients were discharged directly to the community at the end of their PNRC stay.

34

specialty certifications among therapy,
admissions, and case management

11

Certified Rehabilitation
Registered Nurses
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Stroke Survivor
Jane Everett, 70, a hair stylist in Lenoir
City, calls herself a stroke survivor.
“I like that word, because I survived,”
said Everett, who attends the monthly
Stroke Support Group at the Patricia Neal
Rehabilitation Center. “It doesn’t mean
you don’t have frustration. But you want
that in the past tense, and you want to
move on. And I feel like we are [survivors], I really do.”
On the morning of April 21, 2014, Everett collapsed in her garage after buckling
one of her granddaughters, four-year-old
C.J., into her car seat. Her husband, Charlie Everett, called 911, while C.J. held her
grandmother’s hand.
Unable to talk or move, Jane Everett
had one thought. “I thought, I am not
leaving these babies and my daughter
and husband,” she said. “I didn’t know
you could make a decision like that, but
at that moment I did.”
The Everetts are no strangers to medical emergencies. In 1981 Charlie Everett
had a diving accident and broke his C6
vertebra. He is paralyzed from the chest
down, although he has use of his hands
and arms. He learned to use a wheelchair
for mobility at the Patricia Neal Rehabilitation.
“He just had such courage, he really
did,” said Jane Everett of her husband of
52 years. “We have adjusted, although
the first 10 years were tough, because he
was such an athletic man. Now I’m glad
we’ve made it.”
After her stroke, Everett received emergency medical care at Parkwest Medical
Center. There she was given the clotbusting drug tPA. Doctors then sent her
to Fort Sanders Regional Medical Center
to have the blood clot removed, a highly
specialized treatment.
After a week in the hospital, there was
no question about where Everett would
go for therapy: Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center.
“When I got there my left side was
completely paralyzed. I couldn’t walk,
couldn’t move my left arm at all, or my
left hand. It was drawn up to my chest,”
said Everett.
“The first morning out, they got me up

and into the shower,” said Everett. “They
start teaching you how to take care of
yourself immediately.”
“At Patricia Neal, you have therapy several hours a day, and it’s all parts of your
body, mind, emotions, and your attitude,”
said Everett. “Those therapists were phenomenal. They encouraged you, no matter what.”
With Jane Everett being so sick, Charlie
Everett stepped into the caregiver role.
“My daughter and Charlie both have
been so compassionate, caring and helpful. He took it for granted I would always
be here to take care of him, and so did I.”
Having a husband in a wheelchair put
things in perspective, she said.
“I’d look at my husband and think I’m
so upset because my arm isn’t working,
but what’s it like to wake up and nothing
works from the neck down? It’s given me
a lot more compassion for his situation.”
After three weeks at Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center and a year of continuing outpatient therapy at Parkwest
Therapy Center closer to her home, Everett has begun to do some hair styling
work again. Her salon, Hair Originals, is
in her basement. Everett’s assistant and a
friend who is a retired hair stylist kept the
business going while she recovered.
“I have loved every moment of my
career. I love doing hair,” said Everett. “It
lets me create, and I have relationships
with these people. A lot of my clients

were with me when I moved here 35
years ago. I miss that camaraderie, that
hands-on designing.”
While still working to regain full dexterity in her hand, Everett has found a new
way of working in the field. For reasons
she doesn’t know, Everett’s hair fell out in
clumps after her stroke. It’s beginning to
grow back, but she bought and wears a
wig. Today she helps other women with
medical hair loss find wigs that look good
on them. She also sells fun clip-on extensions, bangs, and clip-in colored streaks
as well.
“I feel like it’s a way for me to be able
to carry on in my career without as much
physical stress to the body,” she said. “I
also think there’s something about wanting to give back to people. I have felt a
lot of frustration and fear, and I think if
you’ve been there you have more of an
understanding.
“I’m not sure something good comes
out of everything, but I do believe that
what we classify as bad or tragic can
sometimes be the best challenges of our
lives. I think we have that choice,” said
Everett.
“We are so fortunate in Knoxville to
have the Patricia Neal Rehabilitation
Center. They are so professional, all the
way. That’s what gets you to where I am
today,” she said.

RESTORING ABILITIES
At Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center, we provide a wide ar- VESTIBULAR BALANCE
ray of services and programs to our patients and their families
Balance difficulties can be the result of a combination of agto better prepare for life outside of our inpatient setting. A ing and medical issues or due to inner ear or vestibular probfew of these programs and services are featured below.
lems. A physical therapist offers a comprehensive analysis of
balance factors, utilizing computer-assisted diagnostics and
COMPREHENSIVE DRIVING
therapeutic equipment.
The Comprehensive Driving program is the only one of its
kind in our region. This unique program is designed to assess a ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY CLINIC
patient’s physical, cognitive and visual abilities and the impliThe Assistive Technology Clinic uses technology to support,
cations their current disabilities may have on driving. Patients enhance, and supplement the communication and daily living
participating in the Adaptive Driving program often have am- activities of individuals diagnosed with various impairments.
putations, spinal cord injuries, brain injuries, stroke, or other Patients who have difficulty communicating verbally can benlimiting conditions.
efit from a wide array of devices offered in the augmentative/
An occupational therapist assesses a patient’s range of mo- alternative communication program. The clinic also offers intion, strength, sensation, visual sharpness/perception, mem- dividualized programs to enhance accessibility to both comory, problem solving, attention, and coordination. An on-road puter technology and electronic aids for daily living activities.
assessment may be performed to assess the exact therapy
and/or equipment needed to ensure safety and comfort. The
program also features passenger vehicle evaluations. The
staff will recommend safe and appropriate alterations for a
patient’s existing vehicle or recommend an appropriate vehicle to best meet their needs.

SEATING AND MOBILITY

Patients with functional, postural, positioning, skin integrity,
and mobility issues have made significant gains through the
seating and mobility program. Services include custom equipment evaluations, pressure mapping, and equipment recommendations. A physical therapist certified and/or specialty
trained in seating and mobility provides this much needed
service.

GIVING BACK
COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

Clinical staff members from Patricia
Neal actively share their expertise with
other community health professionals
and to a variety of audiences within
our region. Therapy staff is available
to provide education to patients and
families in in the local community.

BRAIN INJURY
COMMUNITY SERVICES

Individuals who have sustained a
brain injury have access to the Brain
Injury Community Coordinator. This
service is funded through a grant from
the Tennessee Department of Health
with matching support through the
Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center.
The Brain Injury Community Services
Coordinator assists with needs related
to adjustment, living situations, and
normalization for people with brain
injuries in the Knoxville metropolitan
service area. The Knoxville Area Brain
Injury Support Group is also coordinated through this service.

SUPPORT GROUPS

Support groups and peer mentoring
are available to help provide emotional
support, education, and leisure opportunities. Monthly support group meetings
are offered at PNRC for those with:
• Amputations
• Spinal Cord Injuries
• Strokes
• Brain Injuries
• Multiple Sclerosis
And, inpatients with amputations,
strokes, and spinal cord injuries have
the opportunity to visit with peer mentors who are individuals from the community who have similar diagnosis and
interests.

HABIT PROGRAM

Human Animal Bonding in Tennessee
(HABIT) is an animal-assisted therapy
program sponsored through the University of Tennessee College of Veterinary Medicine. The program provides
comfort and therapeutic interventions
to patients who receive rehabilitation at
PNRC. Annually, more than 1,000 patient contacts are made with patients
through this program at PNRC.

“THINK FIRST” PROGRAM

ThinkFirst is a nation-wide injury prevention program that focuses on educating youth in our region to “use your mind
to protect your body.” Funded by the Fort
Sanders Foundation, ThinkFirst has expanded to bring the prevention message
to area students at all levels of education.
Presentations are also given to children
and families at area swimming pools and
festivals. The ThinkFirst program offers
our youth the opportunity to realize how
fragile the human body truly can be in the
hope of shaping their future decisions.
This message of prevention is delivered
in a fun, non-threatening way to our
youngest audience and with a realistic
approach in our high schools.

IRC

Innovative Recreation Cooperative
(IRC) is a nationally recognized program bringing community resources
to enhance the lives of those with
physical disabilities through adaptive
sports. A partial list includes snow skiing, water skiing, cycling, scuba diving,
golf, paddling, climbing, and marksmanship. In an average year, with the
help of almost 200 volunteers, the IRC’s various clinics benefit more
than 550 individuals
with disabilities. The
IRC is truly a cooperative effort bringing innovative technology and
opportunities to enrich
lives.

PHILANTHROPIC SUPPORT
Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center is very fortunate to have the support of many generous individual, corporate and foundation donors. Our contributions are managed by the Fort Sanders Foundation, which coordinates fund-raising events and campaigns for our many programs and services. Over the years, millions of dollars have been raised in support of PNRC to help us
provide excellent care for our patients.
To make a contribution, please call 865-531-5210

1901 Clinch Avenue • Knoxville, TN 37916
(865) 541-1446 - Business Hours
1-800-PAT-NEAL (728-6325)
Fax (865)-541-2247
For more information, please visit www.patneal.org

